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0. INTRODUCTION 
This is the second in a series of papers on Lie coalgebras: the first, Lie 
Coalgebras [Z], provided an introduction to the theory of ungraded Lie 
coalgebras. The aim of the present paper is to give a completely self-con- 
tained Hopf-theoretic proof of the Dual Poincart-Birkhoff-Witt 
Theorem-hereafter cited, on occasion, as the Dual PBWB. The Dual 
PBWB gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence (in 
characteristic zero) of an isomorphism of the graded Hopf algebras 
&(UCM) and &(S’M) associated to the filtered Hopf algebras U’M and 
SCM, where each is given the Lie filtration. Here U’M denotes the universal 
coenveloping coalgebra of a Lie coalgebra M-the analogue of the univer- 
sal enveloping algebra UL of a Lie algebra L-while SCM denotes the sym- 
metric coalgebra on M-the analogue of the symmetric algebra SL on L. 
The Lie filtration on U”M or on SCM (an analogue of the classical “Lie 
filtration” on UL or on SL) is a special case of a new type of coalgebra 
filtration, and for this reason an entire section of the present paper is 
devoted to its study. The results of that section are essential to our proof of 
the Dual PBWB. 
The necessary and sufficient condition (in characteristic zero) that 
&(UCM) and &(S”M) be isomorphic as graded, connected, bicom- 
mutative Hopf algebras is that the Lie coalgebra M be locally finite. This 
means, by definition, that each element of A4 is contained in a finite dimen- 
sional sub Lie coalgebra of M. Local finiteness enters the picture in the 
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following way. In the Lie algebra case, in consequence of the Poincarb 
Birkhoff-Witt Theorem, the canoaical map 
i,t: L -+ UL 
is always injective (over any field). By contrast, in the Lie coalgebra case, in 
consequence of what we have proved in [2], the canonical map 
TC”~,,,,: U’M + M 
is surjkctive (over any field) if and only if M is locally finite. But (cf. [2, 
p. 49]), in characteristic zero, the injectivity of the canonical map 
i,,: L + UL 
is easily seen to be equivalent to the Poincart-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem. 
Consequently, one can only expect a Dual Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt 
Theorem to hold for those Lie coalgebras M for which the canonical map 
nUcM: U”M + M 
is surjective, i.e., for locally finite Lie coalgebras. The goal of the present 
paper is to show that a Dual PBW holds precisely for locally finite Lie 
coalgebras. 
An example of a non locally finite Lie coalgebra was given in [2], and 
shall be repeated in Section 1. In light of the above, that example is 
significant. It is also surprising since all associative (counitary) coalgebras 
are locally finite by a basic result of that theory. 
Although the present paper is self-contained and can therefore be read 
and understood without prior familiarity with [2], we suggest that a look 
at [2] may be advisable for the reader who desires a more leisurely 
introduction to Lie coalgebras or motivation for the Dual PBWB. The 
motivation presented in [2] consists of a rather careful scrutiny of one par- 
ticular proof of the PBW6’ with an eye toward how it might be “dualized” 
and also toward potential pitfalls-replete with counterexamples. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We first introduce some notation for the categories with which we will be 
dealing. 
The symbols “Y, &, Ce, H, 2, PC, and 3’~~ shall denote the categories 
whose objects are named and whose morphisms are understood: 
V: vector spaces over a fixed ground field K; 
ZZ!: associative unitary algebras; 
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%?: associative counitary coalgebras; 
X: Hopf algebras; 
2’: Lie algebras; 
2’: Lie coalgebras; 
2’&,: locally finite Lie coalgebras. 
Furthermore, CA and c% shall denote, respectively, the categories of com- 
mutative associative unitary algebras and commutative associative 
counitary coalgebras. 
For any category X, the opposite category of X shall be denoted by 
Xop. We follow the convention of writing 
R--IS 
to denote the fact that the functor S: 8 ---f .g is right adjoint to the functor 
R: 9 + 8, i.e., that there is a natural set bijection 
Hom,(RD, E) A Hom,(D, SE) 
for each object (D, E) of PP x 6. As is customary, 
( )*=Hom.( ;K): Y‘+Y 
shall denote the linear dual functor. Occasionally the end of a proof shall 
be landmarked by the symbol 1. 
The definitions of associative unitary algebras and of associative 
counitary coalgebras are standard. Here, we would simply point out our 
notational conventions. For us, an object of .d is a triple (A, cp, q), where 
A is a vector space and where the linear maps 
cp:A@A-+A and q:K+A 
denote, respectively, the multiplication and the (two-sided) unit of A. 
Similarly, an object of %‘? is a triple (C, A, E), where C is a vector space and 
where the linear maps 
A:C-+C@C and E:C+K 
denote, respectively, the comultiplication ( = diagonal) and the (two-sided) 
counit of C. Throughout this paper, we shall distinguish the identity 
element 4A of an associative unitary algebra A from the identity mapping 
l,:A+A 
by means of a horizontal “stripe’‘-as indicated. By definition 
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for any object 
of d. 
If z denotes the natural twisting map (cf. (1.3)), then an algebra (A, tp, q) 
is commutative if cp = rp 0 r, while a coalgebra (C, A, E) is commutative if 
A=zoA. 
The reader should be aware of the fact that, as in our previous papers, 
we use the term “Hopf algebra” for what Sweedler calls a “bialgebra.” In 
this regard, our terminology parallels that of Milnor-Moore [4]. We 
therefore speak of a Hopf algebra with involution (= antipode) where 
Sweedler speaks of a Hopf algebra. Our symbol for an involution is w, 
whereas Sweedler’s symbol for an antipode is S. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The tensor coalgebrafinctor is the right adjoint 
of the forgetful F: g + 9”. The morphism of Y defined by the counit (= 
back adjunction) 
FoT’+ 1 
of the adjoint functor pair F-d T” shall be denoted by 
nTcy: F(T”V) -+ V. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The symmetric coalgebrafinctor is the right adjoint 
of the forgetful functor F: c% -+ Y. The morphism of Y defined by the 
counit 
FoS’+ 1 
of the adjoint functor pair F-Y SC shall be denoted by 
rcscy: F( SC V) -+ I’. 
For a construction of the functors T” and SC, the reader is referred to 
PI. 
Notation 1.3. (a) For any ordered pair (V, W) of vector spaces, 
shall denote the natural twisting map, i.e., the linear map which sends u 0 w  
to w@v for VE Vand WE W. 
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(b) For any vector space V, 
shall denote the linear map which sends x @ y 0 z to y 0 z 0 x. 
DEFINITION 1.4. (a) A Lie coalgehra is a pair (M, A), where M is a 
vector space and where 
A:M-+M@M 
is a vector space map such that 
(1) Im AsIm(l -r) and 
(2) (l+~+<‘)o(l@A)~A=O:M+M@M@M. 
A is called the comultiplication or cobracket or diagonal of M. Condition 
(1) is called strong anti-commutatioity, while condition (2) is called Jacobi 
associatiuity. Conditions (1) and (2) together are called the Lie conditions. 
Occasionally, we write 
( ):M*M@M 
in place of 
A:M+M@M 
and hence (x ) in place of A(s) for x E M 
(b) If (M,, A,) and (M2, A,) are Lie coalgebras, then a morphism of 
Lie coalgehras from (M, , A ,) to (M,, A*) is a linear map 
fiM,+M, 
such that 
Azo.f= (SOf)oA,. 
(c) A Lie coalgebra (N, A,,,) is a sub Lie coalgebra of a Lie coalgebra 
(M, AM) in case N is a vector subspace of M for which the inclusion 
i,: N C M 
is a morphism of Lie coalgebras. 
(d) A Lie coalgebra is locally finite in case each of its elements lies in 
a finite dimensional sub Lie coalgebra. 
DEFINITION 1.5. The associating Lie coalgebra jiunctor 
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is the functor which associates to each object 
CC AC, ~-1 
of % the associated Lie coalgebra 
(WC), &cc,,), 
and to each morphism 
jC-+D 
of ‘3 the associated Lie map 
P(f): !i?( C) --t P(D) 
whereby f?‘(C) = C as a vector space, F(f) = f as a linear map, and 
A eccc,=(l-z)~A,. 
Notice that we distinguish between Yc (a category) and f?’ (a functor). 
DEFINITION 1.6. The universal coenveloping coalgebra functor 
U”:LP-FV 
is the right adjoint of the associating Lie coalgebra functor !P: W + .P. 
The morphism of Y defined by the counit 
f?couc+ 1 
of the adjoint functor pair 2 --I UC shall be denoted by 
n”cM: !P(U’M) --t 44. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. For any Lie coalgebra (M, ( > ), U’M may be taken 
as the largest sub coalgebra of T”M contained in 
Ker((rrTCM@nTCM)O(l -t)oATCM- ( )oT+.,} 
(i.e., as the sum of all such coalgebras), and 
n”eM: U”M -+ A4 
may be taken as the restriction of nTcM to U”M, i.e., 
For a proof, see [2, pp. 29-31; or 1, Theorem 11.2.3, p. 701. 
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PROPOSITION 1.8. SC is a special case of UC in that 
Sc( V) = U’(Triv V) 
for every vector space V, where Triv V denotes V considered as a Lie 
coalgebra in the trivial way by defining V -+ V @ Y to be the zero map. 
For a proof, the reader is referred to [3, Sect. 51 or to [ 1, 
Theorem 111.2.10, p. 1241. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. (a) There exists a functor 
Lot: Y’ + Y;pr,, 
which is right adjoint to the inclusion finctor 
I: .P;,, + Y’, 
i.e., 
I + Lot. 
[Thus 5$,, is a (full) coreflective subcategory of UC.] For any Lie coalgebra 
M, Lot M is the sum of all of the finite dimensional sub Lie coalgebras of 
M; Lot M is also the sum of all of the locally finite sub Lie coalgebras of M, 
and is therefore the largest locally finite sub Lie coalgebra of M. 
(b) For any Lie coalgebra M, 
Uc(M)~Uc(Loc M). 
For a proof of (a), see [l, Theorem 1.1.11, p. 81. The fact that U”(M)r 
U’(Loc M) for every Lie coalgebra M follows the fact that 
Lot: Y’ -+ y;,. 
is right adjoint to the inclusion (cf. [ 1, Note, p. 1761). 
THEOREM 1.10. Zf M is a Lie coalgebra, then the canonical map 
nUcM: f!‘(UcM) -+ M 
is surjective tf and only if M is locally finite. In general, 
Im n UcM = Lot M. 
For a proof, see [2, Theorem, pp. 39, 401. We note that this theorem is 
equivalent to the theorem of Ado and Iwasawa. 
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EXAMPLE 1.11. Let E denote the vector space on the countably infinite 
set of basis elements { xn>;= 0 and let A: E + EQ E denote the linear map 
determined by the requirement that 
A(x,) = 0 
while 
A(x,)=(l-~)(x,@xn+,) for n3 1. 
Then (E, A) is a Lie coalgebra. But (E, A) is not locally finite since the 
smallest sub Lie coalgebra of E containing x, is all of E (cf. Michaelis [2, 
pp. 9, lo] or [3, Sect. 11). This example may be generalized as follows. 
First, given any vector space V and any linear transformation 
with non-trivial kernel, pick a non-zero element c E Ker f and define 
A:V+V@V 
via 
A(u)=c@f(o)-f(u)@c. 
Then A equips V with the structure of a Lie coalgebra. If, further, 
is a Zinearly independent set of elements of V, then u does not lie in a finite 
dimensional sub Lie coalgebra of (V, A), so (V, A) is a non locally finite 
Lie coalgebra. 
~oPOSITroN 1.12. Zf A4 is a Lie coalgebra, then U’M has the structure 
of a commutative Hopf algebra with involution. The multiplication of U”M is 
defined in such a way that 
7r”C,(X. y) = E UcM(X).~“cM(Y)+&UCM(Y).~UeM(X) 
for all elements x and y of U”M. The unit 
q = q”c,: K + U”M 
of U”M is defined in such a way that 
%%[I?@)1 = 0 
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for each element k of K. In particular, 
7c”c&“CM) = 0. 
Finally, the involution 
w = w”‘&(: U’M -+ U’M 
of U’M is defined in such a way that 
n,cJo(x)] = -7r”,,(x) 
for each element x of U’M. 
For the proof, the reader is referred to [2, Theorem, p. 361 or to [ 1, 
Theorem 11.2.7, p. 781. 
DEFINITION 1.13. If (C, A, E) is an associative counitary coalgebra, and 
if V is a vector space, then a linear map 
is a cogenerating map (or, simply, is cogenerating) in case the only coideal 
of (C, A, E) which is contained in Ker f is zero. 
DEFINITION 1.14. If (C, A, E) is an associative counitary coalgebra, then 
a subspace S of C is a cogenerating subspace (or, simply, is cogenerating) in 
case the natural vector space projection 
is a cogenerating map, i.e., in case the only coideal of (C, A, E) contained in 
S is zero. 
Note 1.15. If (C, A, E) is an associative counitary coalgebra, and if S is 
any subspace of C that is cogenerating, then any subspace S’ of S is also 
cogenerating. 
Remark 1.16. (a) The underlying vector space of any associative 
counitary coalgebra (C, A, E) is the domain of a cogenerating map in a 
trivial way since the identity map 
is cogenerating. 
l,:C+C 
(b) The underlying vector space of any associative counitary 
coalgebra (C, A, E) contains a trivial (minimal) cogenerating subspace, 
namely, the zero subspace (0 1 E C. 
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DEFINITION 1.17. If (C, A, E) is an associative counitary coalgebra, and 
if S is a subspace of C, then the coideal of (C, A, E) cogenerated by S is the 
largest coideal of (C, A, E) contained in S (i.e., the sum of all such coideals). 
[If the coideal of (C, A, E) cogenerated by S is zero, then S is a 
cogenerating subspace.] 
LEMMA 1.18. The restriction of a cogenerating map to a sub coalgebra is 
again a cogenerating map. 
The proof of the lemma is an immediate consequence of the definition 
since the image of a coideal under a coalgebra map is again a coideal. 
PROPOSITION 1.19. If (T”V, xTcy) is the tensor coalgebra on a vector 
space V, then 
nTcy: T’V+ V 
is a cogenerating map. 
Proof: We first remark that in the statement of this proposition, as well 
as in the proof that follows, we have suppressed the appearance of the 
forgetful functor Z? %? --f -Y-. 
Let I be a coideal of T”V such that 
We must show that I= (0). Let 
p:T’V-+T”V/Z 
be the natural projection. Since Z is a coideal of T’V, T”V,Z is an object of 
%Y and p is a morphism of %. Since Zc Ker nTEy, there is a unique linear 
map 
such that 
Let 
75: T’V/Z+ T”V 
be the unique morphism of % such that 
n = nTcyo ii. 
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Then 
From the uniqueness requirement in the definition of (T’V, rcTcV), it now 
follows that 
nap= l,,,,. 
Thus p is injective, so I= Ker p = (0) as was to be shown. 
COROLLARY 1.20. (a) If (TJ’M, noCM ) is the universal coenveloping 
coalgebra of a Lie coalgebra M, then 
Tc”‘M: U”M -+ M 
is a cogenerating map. 
(b) rf WV, nscv ) is the s?rmmetric coalgebra on a vector space V, then 
n,c,.: S’V+ v 
is a cogenerating map. 
Proof: In view of (1.18), (1.20) follows from (1.19) since 
while 
Remark 1.21. In view of (l.lO), (1.1 l), and (1.20)(a), it is clear that an 
arbitrary cogenerating map f: C -+ V need not be surjective. Notice, 
however, that if f: C --f V is a cogenerating map, and if 
f': C+Imf 
denotes the unique linear map for which the composite 
is equal to f, then f’ will be cogenerating and surjective. Thus any 
cogenerating map may be replaced by a surjective cogenerating map hav- 
ing the same domain and image. 
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PROPOSITION 1.22. Let (C, A, E) be an associative counitary coalgebra, 
let g: C + V be a linear map from C to a vector space V, and let G: C + T”V 
be the unique coalgebra map “lifting” g, i.e., the unique morphism of 
associative counitary coalgebras making the diagram 
commutative. Then 
g is cogenerating o G is injective. 
For a proof, see [3, Sect. 31 or [l, Proposition 111.2.5, p. 1141. 
PROPOSITION 1.23. Let (C, A,, .Q.) be an associative counitary coalgebra, 
let V be a vector space, and let /?: C+ V be a cogenerating map. If 
(D, A,, en) is another associative counitary coalgebra, and tf 
f: (D, A,, ~0) + (C A,, EC) and g: P, A,, ED) + (C, A,, &cl 
are morphisms of associative counitary coalgebras, then 
f=g*Pof=Pog. 
For a proof see 13, Sect. 33. 
THEOREM 1.24. Let (C, A, E) be an associative counitary coalgebra, and 
let V be a vector space. Zf a: C-t V is a cogenerating map, then the com- 
mutativity of the diagram 
CL.C@C% V8 v 
\ 
A 
1 
T 
C@C~VQV 
implies that of the diagram 
and hence that (C, A, E) is commutative. 
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Proof Because every associative counitary coalgebra is locally finite, it 
suffices to consider the case where C is finite dimensional. By ( 1.21) we 
may, without loss of generality, suppose additionally that 
ccc-+v 
is surjective. By dualizing the diagram mentioned in the hypothesis, we 
obtain a vector space injection 
!x*: v* + c*, 
and one readily sees that cc*V* is a generating subspace of C*. Since the 
dual of the given diagram says that the elements of tl*V* pairwise com- 
mute, it follows that the associative algebra C* is commutative. Con- 
sequently, C* * and hence C are commutative coalgebras. 
Note. Theorem 1.24 is, in fact, a special case of a more general result 
(cf. [3, Sect. 41 or [l, Theorem 111.2.7, p. 1151). 
2. THE LIE FILTRATION OF THE UNIVERSAL 
COENVELOPING COALGEBRA OF A LIE COALGEBRA 
In this section, we introduce a filtration of the universal coenveloping 
coalgebra U”M of a Lie coalgebra M analogous to the Lie filtration of the 
universal enveloping algebra UL of a Lie algebra L. Thereafter, we look at 
properties of the associated graded coalgebra ,,E(U’M) and of the 
corresponding ungraded coalgebra @ ,,E( U”M). An important result is the 
fact that @,E(U’M) is a commutative coalgebra; the commutativity is 
established using the fact that the canonical map 
71”fM: P( U”M) + A4 
is a map of Lie coalgebras. 
The Lie filtration of U”A4 is a special case of the filtration of an 
associative counitary coalgebra C by “wedges (i.e., coproducts) of a 
cogenerating subspace”-the so-called “Miltration,” where S is a 
cogenerating subspace of C. Some properties of &(U’M) simply are 
properties enjoyed by the associated graded coalgebra ,E(C) of any 
associative counitary coalgebra C that is given the S-filtration. Other 
properties of &(UCM) are derived from information specifically related to 
U’M. 
Though defined simply as a coalgebra satisfying a certain universal map- 
ping property, U’M has in fact the structure of a commutative Hopf 
algebra with involution. The Lie filtration of U”M (a coalgebra filtration) 
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turns out in addition to be an algebra filtration preserved by the 
involution. In this section, we establish some preliminary results about the 
associated graded Hopf algebra ,,E(UcA4). The section concludes with a 
proof that the natural vector space projection 
a: @,E(U”M) -+ &(UCA4) 
is cogenerating, and that the (Ker cr)-filtration of @ ,J( U”M) is a decreas- 
ing filtration arising from the grading and is therefore an algebra filtration. 
The apparently technical results of this section, such as (2.22), (2.25), 
and (2.27) find direct application in analyzing @,,E(U”M). 
We begin by recalling the definition of the wedge of two subspaces of a 
coalgebra. [Later on, in (2.18) of this section, we define the graded wedge 
of graded subspaces of a graded coalgebra.] 
DEFINITION 2.1. If (C, A, E) is an associative counitary coalgebra, and if 
X and Y are subspaces of C, let 
71x1 c + c/x and ny: c+ C/Y 
denote the natural (vector space) projections. Then X v Y, the wedge (or 
coproduct) of X and Y, is defined by setting 
Xv Y=Ker[CA C@Cs c/x@3 C/Y]. 
Remark 2.2. In the literature, it has been customary until now to write 
X A Y rather than X v Y to denote the wedge (or coproduct) of subspaces 
X and Y of a coalgebra (C, A, E). But by using the symbol A, one is led to 
the notation A” X for the n-fold wedge. This, however, is unfortunate since 
traditionally the notation A” X is reserved for the nth exterior product of a 
vector space X. To avoid this confusion, we have chosen to denote the 
wedge (or coproduct) by the symbol v in preference to ~-in conformity 
with what is done in topology, though the coproduct of which we speak is 
not the categorical coproduct. 
DEFINITION 2.3. (a) If V is a vector space and Z is a subspace of V, 
then I’, the annihilator of Z in V*, is defined by setting 
IL = {j-E v* If(Z) = (0)). 
In other words, 
I’ = Ker[(i,)*], 
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where 
i,: I - v 
is the inclusion. 
(b) If V is a vector space and J is a subspace of V*, then J”, the 
annihilator of J in V, is defined by setting 
J” = {UE VI J(u)= (0)). 
In other words, 
where 
i,:JL V* 
is the inclusion. and where 
is the natural vector space injection defined by setting 
xv(vNf)=f(u) for UE V and fE V*. 
DEFINITION 2.4. (a) If V is a vector space, let 
p=pv: v*@v*+(v@v)* 
denote the natural vector space injection defined by the requirement that 
P(fOg)(xOy)=f(x).g(y) for frgEV* and x,y~V. 
(b) Let 
A: K* K* = Hom,(K, K) 
be the left regular representation of K on itself (so that A(k)(k) = k. k’ for 
k, k’ E K). 
(c) If (C, A, E) is an associative counitary coalgebra, then the dual 
algebra of (C, A, E) is the associative unitary algebra 
(C*, A*~p,,~*ol). 
The elementary properties of the wedge are listed in the following lemma 
and are easy to verify (cf. Sweedler [6, Proposition 9.0.0, p. 180 J and 
607/57.‘2-2 
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Michaelis [3, Sect. 21). [In (2.19) below, we shall give a proof of the 
graded counterparts of (a), (c), and (d).] 
LEMMA 2.5. Let (C, A, E) be an associative counitary coalgebra; let X, Y, 
Z, and W be subspaces of C; and let 
7rx: c--f c/x, lty: c-+ C/Y, and 712: c -+ c/z 
be the natural (vector space) projections. Then the following results hold 
(a) Xv Y=A-‘(X@C+C@ Y). 
(b) X v Y= [X’ . Y’]“, where “.” is the multiplication of the dual 
algebra (C*, A* 0 pc, E* 0 A), i.e., where 
XI. yL=Im[XLQ yL C C*QC* A*Op~ C*]. 
(c) (XvY)vZ = Xv(YvZ) = Ker[C-rAC@C+‘@” 
CQCQC~“~~=~~=~C~XQC~YQC/Z]. 
(d) CKer ~1 L =1Y..s,=K-+,.=Img,.. Therefore, Xv (Kere)= 
X= (Ker E) v X. 
(e) Zn view of(c) and (d), V” X may be defined unambiguously for all 
integers n > 0 by setting 
0 X=KerE 
and 
QX=(“(/‘X)vX=Xv(“(j’X) for n>l. 
(f) IfXzYandZcW, thenXvZzYv W. 
(g) IfYsKer~, then Yv XcXandXv Y&X. 
(h) If XG Ker E, then flF=, V” X is a coideal of (C, A, E). 
(i) For any subspace S of C, OF= 1 V”(Sn Ker E) is the largest 
coideal of (C, A, E) contained in S. 
(j) r f: (C, A,, .Q.)+ (D, A,, in) is a morphism of associative 
counitary coalgebras, then 
f(X v Y) Gf(W v f( 0 
(k) If f: (‘2 A,, cc) + CD, A,, D E ) is an anti-morphism of associative 
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counitary coalgebras, i.e., ifs: (C, z 0 AC, cc) + (D, A,, Ed) is a morphism of 
associative counitary coalgebras, then 
f(X ” Y) sf( Y) ” f(x). 
LEMMA 2.6. If 
is a decreasing sequence of subspaces of a vector space V, and if 
is a decreasing sequence of subspaces of a vector space W, then for any non- 
negative integers pi, qi, rj, and sj 
[i W%]n[f j V,,O W,, =C (V,,n V,,)O(W,,n WJ 
i= I j= I i. , 
For a proof of the lemma, the reader is referred to Lemma 6 of Sridharan 
[S, p. 5481. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Zf { Vi);,0 is a decreasing sequence of subspaces of a 
vector space V with 
then 
fi CvO vn+l-i+ viO v)= t lv,O vn-,). 
i= I i=O 
Proof Define C, for each integer k E { 1, 2,..., n} as the intersection 
c,= h (v@v,+,~;+vjov). 
i-1 
We assert that for each such k, C, may equally well be defined as a sum by 
the identity 
k-l 
(*k): ck= c vi@ v,-j+ vk@ v. 
i=O 
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Indeed, for k = 1 this is the definition of C1 ; while if (*k) is true for some 
integer k E ( 1,2,..., n - 1 }, then by using (2.6) we find that 
k-l k-l 
= igo (vi@ v,,-i)n(v@ Vn-k)+ 1 (vi@ vn-i)n(Vk+L@ v) 
i=O 
+(VkOV)n(VOV,-k)+(VkOV)n(Vk+,OV) 
k-l k-l 
= c vj@v”-i+ 1 Vk+,OVn-i+VkOVn-k+Vk+1OV 
i=O i=O 
k-l 
By induction, this proves that (*k) holds for each integer kE { 1,2,..., n}. 
The special case (*n), in which k = n, is the assertion of the proposition. 
DEFINITION 2.8. (a) A decreasing filtration of a vector space b’ is a 
family { F,( V) } ,“= o of subspaces of V for which 
V=F,(V)2F,(V)2F,(V)2 ... 2F,(V)2 . . . . 
(b) A decreasing filtration {F,,( I’)};=, of a vector space V is said to 
be separated in case 
(c) A decreasingly filtered vector space (V, {F,,( I’)};=,) is a vector 
space V together with a decreasing filtration {F,(V) J;==, of V. 
(d) A morphism of filtered vector spaces from (V, {F,( V)};zo) to 
(W, (F,( W)};zo) is a linear map 
for which 
for all n E N. 
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63 If (E(V),“,o is a decreasing filtration of a vector space V, then 
the standard, induced, decreasing filtration of V@ V is the decreasing vector 
space filtration { F,( V @ V) } ,“= O of V 63 V defined by setting 
F,(VQ VI= f Fk(V/)QF”-k(V) 
k=O 
for all n E N. 
(f) If K is the ground field, then the standard, decreasingfiltration of 
K (considered as a vector space over itself) is the decreasing vector space 
filtration {F,(K)},“= o of K defined by setting 
F,(K) = K 
and 
F,(K) = (0) for each integer n 2 1. 
DEFINITION 2.9. (a) If (C, A, E) is an associative counitary coalgebra, 
then a decreasing coalgebra filtration of (C, A, E) is a decreasing filtration 
(F,(C) } ,“= o of the vector space C for which the vector space maps 
and 
A:C--+C@C 
define morphisms of filtered vector spaces, i.e., for which 
AlIf’, G f Fk(c)@Fn-k(c) for all n E N, 
k=O 
and 
while 
dFJC)l= (0) for all integers n 2 1. 
(b) If (A, cp, q) is an associative unitary algebra, then a decreasing 
algebra fifiltration of (A, cp, q) is a decreasing filtration {F,(A)},“=o of the 
vector space A for which the vector space maps 
(p:AQA-+A 
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define morphisms of filtered vector spaces, i.e., for which 
and 
v(K) c J’,(A). 
(c) If (H, cp, q, A, E) is a Hopf algebra, then a decreasing Hopf 
algebra filtration of (H, cp, q, A, E) is a decreasing filtration {F,(H)},“=, of 
the vector space H which is simultaneously a decreasing algebra filtration 
of (H, cp, q) and a decreasing coalgebra filtration of (H, A, E). 
(d) A decreasingly filtered coulgebru ((C, A, E), {F,,(C)},“=,) is an 
associative counitary coalgebra (C, A, E) together with a decreasing 
coalgebra filtration {F,(C));=o of (C, A, E). D ecreusingly filtered algebras 
and decreasingly filtered Hopf algebras are defined analogously. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. If (C, A, E) is an associative counitury coulgebru, and 
tf S is a subspuce of C that is cogenerating, then the sequence { F,(C)}~zo of 
subspaces of C defined by setting 
Fo( C) = C 
and 
n-1 
F,(C)= V (SnKers) for n>l 
is a decreasing, separated coulgebra filtration of (C, A, E). 
Proof To simplify the notation, we shall write F,, in place of F,(C) for 
each n E N. By using part (e) of (2.5), it is easy to see that 
F. = C, 
F, = Ker E, 
F3=\jF2=F2 v F,, 
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and in general, 
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v F?=F,p, v F, 
for each integer n 2 2. 
Clearly {F, 3~~~ is a decreasing filtration of the vector space C. To show 
that {F, >F= ,, is a separated coalgebra filtration, we must show three things: 
0) A(F,)cC;=,F~OF,-~, 
(ii) c(F,,) = (0) for each integer n > 1, and 
(iii) fiz:, F, = (0). 
Of these, (ii) is trivial, while (iii) follows immediately from condition (i) of 
(2.5) since S is a cogenerating subspace. Since 
i FkOFn-k= fi (COF,+,-k+FkOC) 
k=O x=1 
by (2.7), we can establish (i) by showing that 
d(F,,)Cc@F,,+,-,+Fk@c 
for each k E ( 1, 2 ,..., n}. But 
Fk v Fn+,-k =A-‘[F,OC+COF,+,-k] 
so it will sufftce to show that 
F,=Fk v Fn+l-k 
for each k E { 1, 2,..., n). For this, suppose first that k is an integer satisfying 
1 <k<n. Then kb2, so 
(k-- I)+(n-k) 
= v F2 
In-k)t(k-11 
= v F2 
n-l 
= v F2 
=F,,. 
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Now, if k = 1, then 
f-k v Fn+,--k= F, v I;, = (Ker E) v F,, = F,, ; 
while if k = n, then 
Fk v Fn+ 1-k =F, v F,=F,, v (Ker.s)=F,,. 
Thus, 
Fn=Fk v Fn+l--k 
=A-‘[F,@C+COF,+,~,l 
=A-‘[CQF,,+,-,+F,OCl 
for all integers k satisfying 1 <k <n. 
Hence. 
A(J’n)c fi CCOFn+,-,+F,QCl 
k=l 
as was to be shown. 
DEFINITION 2.11. If (C, A, E) is an associative counitary coalgebra, and 
if S is a subspace of C that is cogenerating, then the decreasing, separated 
coalgebra filtration (F,,(C)},“=, of (C, A, E) defined in Proposition 2.10 is 
called the S-filtration of (C, A, E). In case 
(C, A, 8) = W”M, AUCM, h~c.u), 
and 
S = Ker rcuCM, 
the Miitration of (U”M, AUCM, cUcM ) is called the Lie filtration of U”M. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. The Lie filtration of WA4 is an algebra filtration. 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we shall write Fi in place of F,(U”M) 
for each natural number i. Since 
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(because F0 = U”M), we must just show that 
F; I;;’ Fi,j 
for all i, je N = (0, 1, 2 ,..., n,... >. The proof is by induction on i + j. 
If i + j = 0, the result clearly holds because F, = U”M and U’M is an 
algebra. 
If i +i= 1, the result holds because F, = Ker .sUCM and because F, is a 
two-sided ideal of F. since F, = U’M and 
&UcM: U’M -+ K 
is a morphism of associative unitary algebras. 
If i + j = 2, the result holds because 
Tc”CM: U’M + M 
satisfies 
JbM(X~ Y) = E"%f(.~)~ ~"%AY) + E"CM(Y) .71"e,+f(X) 
by (1.12), and because 
tic,,,,: U”M -+ K 
is a morphism of associative unitary algebras. Thus, F,. Fj G Fi+j whenever 
i,jEN with i+j<2. 
To show that 
F,. ci’ F,,, for all i,j~ N, 
we first show, by induction on m, that 
F,,, is a two-sided ideal of F, 
for all natural numbers m. By the foregoing, we may suppose, as an induc- 
tion hypothesis, that 
F, ’ F,, = F,, . F, c F,, 
for all natural numbers n that are less than or equal to some fixed integer 
m 2 2. We must then show that 
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But 
~(~0~~~.1)~~(~0)~~(~,.1) 
E(F,QF~)~(F,QI;,+,+F,QF,+ ... +F,-,QF* 
+F,QF,+F,+,QF,) 
E(F,QFo).(FoQF*+FoQF*+ ... +FoQF, 
+F,QFo+F,QFo) 
=(~oQ~o)~(~oQ~,+F~QF,) 
~F~.FF,QF,.F,+F,.F,OF~.F, 
~EbQF,+f’mQFo, 
SO 
I;,.F ,+,sA-‘(F,@F,,+F&F,)=F, v F2=Fm+I. 
By induction, it now follows that 
F,.F,,=F;F,EF, for all n E N. 
We next suppose as an induction hypothesis that 
Fi. F, c F, + j for all i, j E (0, 1 ,..., m > such that i + j = m for some 
fixed integer m B 2. 
We must then show that 
Fj.FjcFj+jforall i,jE{1,2,...,m} such that i+j=m+l. 
For this, it is enough to show that A(Fi. Fj) E F,,@ F2 + F,,, 0 F, whenever 
i, j E { 1, 2 ,...) m) with i+j=m+ 1 for then 
Fi~Fj~A~‘(F,,,@Fo+F,,@F,)=Fm v F2=F,,,+1=Fi+j. 
But, 
A(Fi.Fi)~A(Fi).A(Fj) 
E 
= i [,co (F,QFi-p).CF,QF,-r)] 
p=O 
Fp* Fr OFi-p’ Fj-, 1 3 
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so it is sufficient to show that 
F~‘,FF,QFi~;Fj_.~F,QF,+F,QF~ 
wheneverO<pdi,O<r<j,andi+j=m+l withm>,2.Tokeeptrackof 
things, it shall be helpful to write the double sum 
F; F,Q F,-*. F,p, 1 
in the form of a tableau, a line at a time, so that the portion of the double 
sum 
F,‘F,QFi_,. FjP, 1 
corresponding to p = 0, viz., 
i Fo. FFQ Fi, Fj-,, 
r=O 
is in the top row (= row 1, counting from the top) while the portions of 
the sum corresponding successively to the cases p = l,..., p = i - 1, and p = i 
occupy, respectively, the 2nd,..., ith, and (i+ 1)th rows. When we write 
down the double sum in this fashion, it takes the form of a tableau as 
follows: 
Fo.FoQF;‘Fj+Fo.F,QFi’Fi-, + ... +Fo.FjP,QFi.F, +Fo.FjQFi.Fo 
Four terms of this sum have been underlined: one in the upper left corner 
of this tableau, and three in the lower right corner. Each term which has 
not been underlined is clearly contained in FoQ F, by the induction 
hypothesis. Of the four underlined terms, F,. F. Q Fi. Fj is also contained 
in F,Q F, since by the induction hypothesis 
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On the other hand, each of the remaining underlined terms is contained in 
F,,, 0 F,, since by the induction hypothesis 
Fi.FjQF,.F,~Fi.Fj_lQF,.F~ 
GFi+j-,QF~=F~QF~> 
while 
Fi_I.FjQF,.F,cFi-,,jQF, 
=Fi+,-,QF,=F,QF,EF,,,QF,,, 
and 
F;~Fj-,QFO~F,~F;+j-,QF,=F,,,QF,cF,,,QFO. 
It follows that 
d(Fi~Fj)cF,,QF,+F,QF~ 
as was to be shown. 
Note. To clarify the foregoing argument, the reader may find it helpful 
to write out the details for the case in which i = 3, j = 4, and m = 6. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. The Lie filtration of U’M is stable under the 
involution mUCM of the involutive Hopf algebra U”M, i.e., for each n E N, 
o,~,[F,(U”M)] c FJU’M). 
Thus, the Lie filtration of U”A4 is a separated Hopf algebra filtration of 
U’M that is preserved by the involution of U”A4. 
Proof. To simplify the notation, we shall write o in place of mUEM and 
F, in place of F,(U”M) for each n E N. 
We must show that 
4Fn) E Fn foreach nEN(. 
The proof is by induction on n 2 2, and rests on the fact that 
w: U”M + U”M 
being an involution (= antipode) is an anti-coalgebra map (cf. Sweedler 
[6, Proposition 4.0.1, p. 74]), so that 
0(X v Y) c o( Y) v w(X) 
for any subspaces X and Y of U’M [by (2.5)(k)] 
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We shall first show directly that 
4Fk) c_ Ftc in case ke (0, 1,2). 
Since FO = U”M, we clearly have that 
o(F,) E F,. 
Since F, = Ker cUEM and cUcM o o = E”~,,.,, it is likewise clear that 
u(F,)&F,. 
Now let 
x E F, = Ker xUCM n Ker E+,,,, . 
Since, by (1.12), 
ll”E,$f f3 u = -7c”CMr 
it follows that 
Suppose now, as an induction hypothesis, that 
o(F, 1 c Fr, for some integer n >, 2. 
It then follows that 
4F,,+,l=dFnv FJ 
=u[F~ v (“&‘z)] 
= w[Fz v F,] 
s 4FJ v 4Fz) 
EF,,v F2=Fn+,. 
By induction, 
dF,J E Fn foreach neN. 
DEFINITION 2.14. If (C, AC, Q-) is an associative counitary coalgebra, 
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and if {F,(C)};==o is a decreasing coalgebra filtration of (C, A,, sc), then 
the associated graded coalgebra of the filtered coalgebra 
((C AC, cc), (FK)),“=o) 
is the graded, associative, counitary coalgebra 
(oE(C), A Is(C), %ec) ) 
the components of which we now describe. ,E(C) is the graded vector 
space 
oE(C) = foE,(C))Eo 
whose component in degree n is defined by setting 
o-&(C) = FACh’Fn. I(C). 
The diagonal AOEtCj of ,E(C) is defined as the composite 
A OE(C): OE(C) OE(dC) b ,E(CQC)L ,E(C)Q,E(C) 
of the map ,E(A,-) induced by A, (a map of filtered vector spaces) and of 
the inverse t of the natural identification determined by the collection of 
commutative diagrams 
O-, 1 F,QF, c c F,QF, n, oEn(CQ C) --, 0 
r+s=n+ I p+q=n 
(one for each pair (p, q) E N x N such that p + q = n) in which the K’S are 
the natural projections. This means that if x E oE,( C) so that x = ZI,(X,) for 
some x, E F,,( C), and if 
A&J= i ~p.n-p with Y~,+~E F,(C)QF,-,(C), 
p=O 
then 
CA ,~cc,ln(x) = C4,~cc,lnC~n(~n)l= C~~o&(Ac)lCGdl 
= ~,(~c,C~c(x,)l) = 1, (% p. Y,,,]) 
=(C~OQTJCY~,~I~ C~~Q~~,-~ICY~.~~,I,..-, C~nQ~olC~n,ol) 
(cf. (2.18) for the definition of the graded tensor product). 
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Finally, the counit E,,~(~) of J(C) is defined as the composite 
eoEcC): ,E(C) “(“) b ,E(K) 8- K 
of the map $(E~) induced by .sC (a map of filtered vector spaces) and of 
the natural isomorphism 
8: oE( K) --f-L K, 
where K is regarded as trivially graded. 
Remark 2.15. (a) Strictly speaking, we should use a notation such as 
for the associated graded coalgebra of the filtered coalgebra 
((C, A, E), {KK’))~LJ. 
Since, however, we shall in this paper be concerned with only one specific 
filtration of a coalgebra, this more concise notation will cause no dif- 
ficulties. Similar remarks apply to the associated graded algebra (resp. 
Hopf algebra) of a filtered algebra (resp. filtered Hopf algebra). 
(b) We use the notation ,E(C) for the associated graded coalgebra of 
a filtered coalgebra (C, {F,,(C) } ) . m contradistinction to the notation E’(A) 
for the associated graded algebra of a filtered algebra (A, {F,(A)}). Our 
reason for doing this is that we wish to retain the notation of Michaelis 
c21. 
Remark 2.16. Let (C, A, E) be an associative counitary coalgebra, and 
let {J’,,( C)}z& be a decreasing coalgebra filtration of (C, A, E). Suppose 
that C, in addition to being the underlying vector space of an associative 
counitary coalgebra 
(C, A, E) 
is also the underlying vector space of an associative unitary algebra 
(for linear maps cp: CQ C+ C and ye: K + C). 
Suppose further that the coalgebra filtration {F,(C))~= ,, of (C, A, E) is 
compatible with the algebra structure on C in the sense that (F,,(C)};= 0 is 
also a decreasing algebra filtration of (C, cp, q). Then the graded vector 
space ,,E(C), in addition to being the underlying space of the graded 
associative counitary coalgebra 
W(C), A,+(C), &omcJ> 
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is also the underlying space of the graded associative unitary algebra 
W(C), cp OE(C), VOE(C) 1
whose multiplication (~~~(c) and unit Y],,~~~ are defined, respectively, as the 
composites 
qOEcC): ,E(C)@,E(C)‘-1” OE(C@C)- ,E(C) 
and 
e-l= 
YlOE(CV . KA OE(K)-@@+ s(C). 
If, in addition, the structure maps A, E, cp, and q are compatible in the sense 
that 
(C cp, ~1, A, 6) 
is a Hopf algebra, then 
W(C), cp oE(C), YloE(C), A OQC) 9 EOE(C) 1 
is a graded Hopf algebra. 
Remark 2.17. For the definitions of graded algebras, coalgebras, and 
Hopf algebras, we follow the conventions of Milnor-Moore [4]. It is, 
however, to be noted that since the graded algebras, coalgebras, and Hopf 
algebras of our paper are the associated graded objects of filtered, 
ungraded algebras, coalgebras, and Hopf algebras, there are no “signs” 
appearing in the “graded twisting map.” Thus, in the present paper, “com- 
mutative” means “commutative in an unsigned theory” and not “skew-com- 
mutative.” To bring this about within the framework of the paper of 
Milnor-Moore [4], we consider our ungraded algebras, coalgebras, and 
Hopf algebras to be trivially graded (i.e., concentrated in degree zero). 
Similar comments apply to the filtrations. When we then look at the 
associated bigraded objects, the “signs” disappear. We shall have more to 
say regarding this convention in the next section [cf. (3.9)]. 
DEFINITION 2.18. (a) If X= {Xn}rCO and Y= {Y,};=, are graded 
vector spaces, then their graded tensor product is the graded vector space 
xc3, y= {cm, nJ,“=, 
whose component of degree n is defined by setting 
(J-0, Y)” = 0 [X,0 Y,l. 
p+q=n 
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Note. Frequently, we shall omit the subscript from the graded tensor 
product sign 0,. 
(b) If (C, A, E) is a graded, associative, counitary coalgebra, and if X 
and Y are graded subspaces of the graded vector space C, let 
n,y: c -+ c/x and Try: c-+ C/Y 
denote the natural (graded vector space) projections. Then 
xv Y. 
the graded wedge (or coproduct) of X and Y, is defined by setting 
Xv Y=Ker[CA C@, C (nu)@‘a(nYl * WX)Q, (W)I. 
LEMMA 2.19. Let (C, A, E) be a graded, associative, counitary coalgebra; 
let X, Y, and Z be graded subspaces qf the graded vector space C; and let 
“,y: c -+ c/x, 7cy: c-t C/Y, and rcz: c + c/z 
be the natural (graded vector space ) projections. Then, the following results 
hold: 
(a) Xv Y=A-‘[X@,C+C@, Y]. 
(b) (Kere) v X=X=Xv (Kers). 
(c) (Xv Y)v Z = Xv (Yv Z) = Ker[C +3 C@,C -+‘@E~ 
f-Q, CQ, c +nu@En~@aQ (C/X)0, (C/Y)Q, (CPII. 
Proof: To simplify the notation, we shall omit the subscript from the 
graded tensor product sign 0,. 
(a) Xv Y= [(x,@~~,)~A]~‘{O) 
= A-‘[(n,@n,)-‘{O)] 
= A-‘[Ker(x,@~~)] 
=AP’[(Kern,)@C+C@(Kerrr,)] 
=A-l[X@C+C@ Y]. 
(b) We shall prove that (Ker E) v X = X. The other proof is entirely 
analogous. If C = Ker E, then C = CO), and all is trivial. We may, therefore, 
suppose that C # Ker E. Then Im E = K, so 
C/Ker&zImE=K. 
Let 
” E: C/Ker E ---+ Ims=K 
607,57/?-3 
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denote this (graded vector space) isomorphism. Let 
/?: K Q (C/X) --% C/X 
denote the natural (graded vector space) isomorphism, and let 
71,: C+ C/Ker .s 
and 
denote the natural (graded vector space) projections. Finally, set 
cc=E@lClx:(C/Ker.s)@(C/X)--% KQ (C/X). 
Because E = E o rc, , and because E is a counit, 
~X=(BO~)O(n,Q%)~4 
so 
X=Ker[~~]=Ker[(/I~cr)o(z,@rr,)~A] 
=Ker[(z1@rr2)od] 
= (Ker E) v X. 
(c) (Xv Y) v Z=E'[(Xv Y)Qc+cQz-J 
=d~1[(Ker[(~,071y)Od])0C+CO(Ker~n,)l 
=d-1[Ker([(71xO~n)od]O~Z)] 
=KerE(C(n,O~,)~dlOn,)~~l 
=Ker[([7c,0~n]0~,)o(d01)od] 
=Ker[(~XO[~yO~Z])~(lOd)~d] 
=Ker[(n,O C(~YO~~)~~l)~~l 
=A-‘[Ker(rcn,O [(rc,@rcZ)~d])] 
=k’[(Ker xx)OC+ C@(KerC(~.O~z)~~l)l 
=A-‘[XQC+CQ(Y VX)] 
=Xv(YvZ). 
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DEFINITION 2.20. If (C, A, E) is a graded, associative, counitary 
coalgebra, and if X is a graded subspace of the graded vector space C, 
define 
the n-fold wedge of X, for each n E N, by 
and 
Remark 2.21. In the results which follow, we shall frequently find it 
convenient to use the notation 
V=(V,, v,, vz )...) v, )...) 
in place of 
for a graded vector space V. 
PROPOSITION 2.22. If (C, A,, Q.) is an associative counitary coalgebra 
with C# (O}, and if S is a subspace of C that is cogenerating, let 
{F,(C)},“=, denote the S-jiltration of (C, A,, E=). If B denotes the 
associated graded coalgebra oE( C) of the filtered coalgebra 
then the ,following results hold: 
(a) B is connected, i.e., B,r K. 
(b) If nB: K + B denotes the unique resulting augmentation of B (with 
Ed 0 no = 1 k), then 
for all integers k 2 1. 
Proof To simplify the notation, we shall write F, in place of F,,(C) for 
each n E N, and we shall write 0 in place of 0,. 
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(a) Since E,: C + K is surjective, 
& = &o(C) = Fe/F, 
= C/Ker &,rIm Q.= K. 
(b) Since B is connected, we may define an augmentation 
qB:K+B=&(C) 
in the obvious way: 
(VB)O: K+ 4, 
is the inverse of the isomorphism 
while 
Then 
(VB)n = 0 if n >O. 
\I/ qeK= qsK=(B,,O,O,O,...). 
Suppose, as an induction hypothesis, that 
il~sK=(B~,B,,...,B,-,,B,_,,O,O ,...I 
for all n E { 1,2,..., k - 1, k} for some integer k > 1. We must then show that 
&+I 
v rlsK=(B,, B,,...,Bk-l,Bk,O,O,...). 
First we shall show that 
k+l 
(4, B,,..., h-1, B,, 0, 0 ,... )C v qgK. 
Since 
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we must just show that 
XEB,=+J(X,El i,&jKQB+BQY/BK) whenever rnE (0, l,..., k}. 
L Jm 
But, 
xEB,,*~B(x)E(BQB), foreach mcN; 
so it suffkes to show that 
(h,KQB+BQq& 1 = (BQ B),,, foreach me (0, l,..., k). m 
Now, 
i/veKQB+BQqsK i"=[ilqaK~B]~+~BOq,~]~ 
for each n E N. But if m E (0, l,..., k - 1 }, then 
= @ (B,OB,-,)=[BO Blm 
p=O 
so that for all m E { 0, l,..., k - 11, 
k 
i,hKQB+BQ~~K 1 =[B@B],. nt 
On the other hand, 
while 
[B@q,K],= & [B,@(~&)k-,]=0@0@ ... @o@(Bk@Bo). 
p=o 
Hence, also 
$~&@B+B@@C 1 k= & (B,QB,-,)=[BQB],. p=o 
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Thus, for each m E (0, l,..., k}, 
SO 
k+l 
(4, B, ,..., Bk-l,Bk,O,O ,... )c v v& 
We shall now show, conversely, that 
k+l 
v YI&G (4, Bl,..., Bk-,, Bk, 0, o,...). 
Since 
k+l 
v qgKs B= (B,, B, ,..., B, ,... ), 
it suffices to show that if x is an element of V”” qsK of degree n> k+ 1, 
then x = 0. For this, let x be an element of Vk” qsK of degree n 3 k+ 1. 
Since x E B,, there is an element x, E F, such that x = 71,(x,,), where 
TC,: F, + F,/F,,+ 1 = ,E,(C) = B, 
is the natural projection. We shall use the hypothesis that x E Vk’ ’ qgK, 
i.e., that 
to show that x, E F, + 1 and hence that x = 0. To show that x, E F, + , , we 
need to calculate d,(x) explicitly. This is done as follows. Since { F,,}~& is 
a coalgebra filtration of (C, A,, cc), 
A,(F,)s i FpOFn-p. 
p=Q 
Accordingly, there exist elements y,,, up E F, @ Fn ~ p such that 
A&n)= i ~p,n--P. 
0=0 
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Then A.(x) is given by 
A,(x)= ([~,@~,lCyo,,l,..., C~,@~,lC~n.ol)~ 6 (Bp@L,) 
p=o 
= [BQ B],. 
But x#+’ rjeK, so 
A,(x)E ‘i) YI~QB+BQv& 
[ 
]~=[~s,Kaa]~+[B~4.K1, 
=(B,QB,)O ... O(B,~,OB,-k+,)@OO ..’ @O@(B,OB,). 
Consequently, 
(~pQ~,-p)bp,n-p)=O if k<p,<n--1; 
i.e., for k 6 p 6 n - 1, 
~vp.,-p~Ker(~pQ~,~p)=FpQFn..p+,+Fp+,QFn~p. 
Accordingly, 
k-l n-l 
A.h7)= c Y/v-p+ c Yp,n-,+.vn,o 
p=o p=k 
k-l n-l 
E 1 F,QF,-,+ c (F,OF,-,+,+F,+,OF,_,)+F,OF, 
p=o p=k 
k-l 
= 1 FpQF,,,+n~2(F,QF,,~p+,+F,+,QF,~p, 
p=o p=k 
+(F,-,0F2+F,0F,)+F,0Fo 
k-l n-2 
E c I;,OF2+ c (FoOF~+FoOF,) 
p=o p=k 
+(FoQF,+FnQFo)+F,QF,, 
=Fo@F~+F,,OF,,=COF~+F,,@C. 
This proves that 
x,,EA,‘[F,@C+C@F,]=F~ v FZ=Fn+,. 
Thus, 
x = n,(x,) = 0, 
as was to be shown. 1 
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For the next two results, we need the notion of the primitive elements of 
a graded, connected coalgebra. 
Recall that if B is a graded, connected coalgebra, then B has a unique 
augmentation 
~=Y]~:K+B 
such that 
Set 
and let 
EoOVo- K’ -1 
J(B) = Coker qs = B/Im qsl, 
if: J(B) -+ J(B)&. J(B) 
denote the map of graded vector spaces induced by the diagonal of B. As in 
[4], the primitives of B are the elements of the graded vector space 
P(B) = Ker 2. 
But since the elements of P(B) are not really elements of B, we shall iden- 
tify P(B) with its image P’(B) in B under the composite 
i: P(B) t J(B) = B/Im q = 
ImqOKers 
Imrl 
zKers C B, 
and call the elements of P’(B) the primitive elements of B. If we let 
then 
P’(B)={x~BIx~Ker.sandd(x)=&@x+x@&} 
= {xEB~A(x)=~@x+x@~). 
[Clearly the isomorphism 
P(B)gIm i= P’(B) 
provides a natural equivalence between the functors P and P’.] 
PROPOSITION 2.23. Let B be a graded, connected coalgebra, and let 
?je:K+B 
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denote the unique resulting augmentation. Then 
Proof. Clearly 
and 
P’(B) E q,K v rjsK; 
hence 
To see that 
Y]*K+ P’(B)G~~K v vy*K. 
we first note that 
v& v rleK~ veK+ P’(B), 
(vi3 v vleK)o = 4, = B, + (0) = (rleK), + (PBh, = (vl,K+ Ph. 
If, on the other hand, x is an element of qgK v qgK of degree n > 0, then 
d,(x)=4@x’+x”@4 
for elements x’ and x” of B. But then x’ = x” = x because Ed is a two-sided 
counit. Thus, x E P’(B); hence for n > 0 
(veK v ‘IJO, c Cf”(B)I, = (0) + CP’(B)ln 
= [q&l, + Cf”(B)I, 
= CveK+ P’(B)l,. 
Therefore, 
veK v r/eK=r],K+ P’(B). 
But 
tjsK+ P’(B)=qeKOP’(B) 
since 
Consequently, 
P’(B) c Ker E and &oyI= 1,. 
qgK v qrrK= qBK@ P’(B). 
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COROLLARY 2.24. If (C, A,, vC) is an associative counitary coalgebra 
with C# (O}, and if S is a subspace of C that is cogenerating, let 
{ F,,(C)};z0 denote the S-filtration of (C, A,, ee). rf ,E(C) denotes the 
associated graded coalgebra of the filtered coalgebra 
then 
J”C,E(C)l= (0, ,4(C), 0, CL.). 
Hence P[,E(C)] is naturally isomorphic to ,E,(C) considered as a graded 
vector space concentrated in degree 1. 
The proof of (2.24) is an immediate consequence of (2.22) and (2.23). 
PROPOSITION 2.25. Zf (C, A,, vC) is an associative counitary coalgebra 
with Cf {0}, and if S is a subspace of C that is cogenerating, let 
{F,(C)},“=, denote the S-filtration of (C, A,, cc). Zf B denotes the 
associated graded coalgebra of the filtered coalgebra 
let 
T= (0, 0, B,, B, ,..., B, ,... ). 
Then 
$ T= (Q..., 0, B/z+,, B,c+z ,...I 
for each integer k > 1. 
Proof: Throughout the proof, we shall write @ in place of @,, and we 
shall write F, in place of F,,(C) for each n E N. 
The proof is by induction on k. For k = 1, there is nothing to prove since 
\I/ T= T= (O,O, B,, B, ,... ). 
Suppose, as an induction hypothesis, that 
5 T= (O,..., 0, &,,+I, B,,,+z ,...) 
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for each rn E ( 1, 2,..., k} for some integer k 2 1. We must then show that 
kfl 
v T =  (0 ,..., 0, Bk+Z, Bk+x ,... ), 
First we shall show that 
k+l 
(o,..., 0, Bk+Z, Bk+3,...)G v T .  
Since 
we must just show that 
XEB,=~A~(X)E 0 TOB+B~T 1 for each integer n 2 k + 2. n 
But, 
(OWB+BOT =[IBOBJ, 1 for each integer n 2 k + 2 n 
since, for n > k + 2, 
=()@ ... @0@(&+1@B,-k-l) 
@(Bk+z @B,-,-,)@ ... O(B,OB,), 
while 
CBOTl,= 6 (B,OT,_,) 
p=o 
=(BoOB,)O(B,OB,-,)O .** O(B,-,OB,)OOOO. 
Accordingly, for each integer n 2 k + 2, 
XEB,*A~(X)E[B@B],= + ToB+BoT 1 . n 
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This proves that 
k+l 
(%.., 0, Bk+2, &+w.)~ v T .  
To show, conversely, that 
k+l 
v Ts (o,..., 0, &+I, Bk+3,...), 
it suffices, since 
k+l 
v TG B= (B,, B ,,..., B “,... ), 
to show that if x is an element of Vk’ ’ T of degree n <k + 1, then x = 0. 
Suppose, therefore, that 
k+l 
XE [ 1 VT n 
where 0 < n < k + 1. We consider three cases: 
Case 1. Suppose that n E { 0, 1 }. Then 
..[2j’ T]yl.(x)~[i/ T@B+B@Tln= (0). 
Therefore. 
x=0 
since A, is injective because cB is a two-sided counit. 
Case 2. Suppose that n E { 2 ,..., k}. In this case, 
x.[lj’ T]yl~(x)~[; T@B+B@Tln 
n-2 
since 
0 (B,QB,-,I 0000 
p=o 1 
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while 
[BQTl,= 6 (B,QT,-,I= 0000 
p=o 1 =(B,QB,)O(B,QB,-,)O ... O(B,-,QB,)OOOO. 
Now x E B, = ,E,( C) = F,,/F, + , , so 
x = ?L%J for some x, E F,,. 
Since { F,,}Fzo is a coalgebra filtration of (C, A,, E,-), 
Then 
A.(G)= 2 ~p,n-p for some yp,n~p~FpQFn-p 
p=o 
But since 
it must be that 
n-2 
Asp 0 (BpQB,~,)OOOO, 
p=o 
(%lQ~l)(Y,-1.1)=0 and that (% Q ~oNYn.0) = 0. 
Consequently, 
and 
Therefore 
Y,,, E Ker(n, 0 no) = f’,, 0 F, + F,, + , 0 Fo. 
n-2 
A&J= c Y,,n~,+Yn-l,l+Y”,o 
p=O 
n-2 
E 1 F,QF,~,+(F,-,OF,+F,OF,)+(F~QFF,+F,+,OF,) 
p=O 
n-2 
G c FoOF~+(FoOF,+F,OFo)+(F,OF,+F,OFo) 
p=o 
=FoOF2+Fn@Fo 
=C@F,+F,,@C. 
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Thus, 
x,EA~‘CF~OC+C@FJ=F,V F2=Fn+,, 
SO 
x = 71,(x,) = 0. 
Case 3. Suppose n = k + 1. In this case, the argument, as well as the 
notation, is similar to that of the preceding case. Here, however, 
k+l 
XE ” T  k+l [ 1 
[Bk+l@Bol 
since 
while 
k+l 
[B@Tlk+l= @ (Bp@Tk+,-p) 
p=o 
[ 
k-l 
= @ (B,@Bk+,-p 
p=o 
)lBODO. 
Now, if x=xk+l(xk+l) for some Xk+lEFk+,, and if 
k+l 
Ac(Xk+~)= c Yp.k+l--p forsome .Yp,k+l-pEFp@Fk+,-p, 
p=o 
then 
But since 
k-l 
@ @,6%+1-p 
p=o 
)#I@ [&+,@Bol 
it must be that 
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Therefore, 
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k-l 
dC(xk+l)= c Yp.k+l--p+Yk,l+yk+l.O 
p=o 
k-l 
E 1 F,~F,+,~,+(F,~F,+F,+,~F,)+F,+,~F, 
p=o 
k-1 
G c FoOF~+(Fo@F,+F~+,OFo)+F,+,OFo 
p=o 
=Fo@F,+F,+,QFo 
=c@F,+F,,,@c. 
Thus, 
Xk+lEd~‘[Fk+,OC+COFz]=Fk+, V FZ=Fkf2, 
so 
x=nk+l txk+l)=O. 1 
Let @ denote the functor which assigns to each graded vector space 
{ IJ’~}~=~ the direct sum @ Fzo V, of its components of degree n, and to 
each graded vector space map 
the unique linear map 
making the following diagram commute 
CL and j, being the canonical injections into the direct sum (= co- 
product)]. 
Let 9r ^Ir, %r -c4, %r V, and 9?r J? denote the categories whose objects 
are named and whose morphisms are understood: 
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9r “Y-; graded vector spaces over a fixed ground field K, 
Qr d; graded algebras, 
Qr V; graded coalgebras, 
Br X; graded Hopf algebras. 
A straightforward exercise shows that the functor 
@:t!3rV-+V 
induces functors 
Q:Yrd+d, 
We shall omit the details except to mention how one defines the mul- 
tiplication and the comultiplication, respectively, on @ A and on @ C, 
where (A, qA, qA) is a graded algebra and where (C, A,, .sC) is a graded 
coalgebra. 
Given graded vector spaces V and W, let 
“(v,w): (0 VO(Q W)+ Q (V@, W) 
denote the natural vector space isomorphism which sends 
(u,, UI, ~*,...)O(%, Wl, %,...) 
to 
(%O% (u,Ow,, UlO%), (%OW*, UlOWl, ~,OW,),...). 
Then 
is the composite 
whereas 
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is the composite 
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Remark 2.26. If (C, A, E) is an associative counitary coalgebra, and if X 
is a subspace of C, then the k-fold wedge V” X is defined, for k E N, as a 
certain subspace of C. Sometimes, as in the next proposition, it is useful to 
indicate that V” X is a subspace of C by writing 
in place of V” A’. Similar remarks apply to the k-fold wedge of a graded 
subspace of a graded coalgebra. 
PROPOSITION 2.27. Let B = (B,, B, ,..., B, ,...) be a graded coalgebra, and 
let T be a graded vector subspace of B with the property that 
t) T= (o,..., 0, Bk+,, Bk+Z ,...I 
B 
for each integer k 3 1. Then 
iB[@Tl=O[tT] 
B 
for each integer k > 1. 
ProoJ: The proof is by induction on k. For k = 1, the result holds 
because 
$[@Tl=@T=@ CT. 
OB [ 1 B 
Suppose, as an induction hypothesis, that 
iB,,T1=@[ilT] 
B 
for some integer k 2 1. We may then define a linear map 
607 57 z-4 
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for each HE (1, k} by setting 
~nC(bo+ {G&.., 6, + P,L OS.+, + Bn+l, 0~n+,+R,+w)l 
= (bo,..., b,, OBn+,> O,+,,...)+ 0 [ 1 (i T 
= (bo,..., b,, O,+,, 04+2,...)+ \i L; Tl. 
cl35 
Clearly, yn is a vector space isomorphism for each n E { 1, k}. Set 
4c.l =YkOYl. 
Then CQ~ is likewise a vector space isomorphism. Let 
p,:B+B +T 
I 5 
and 
GOB+@B 
I 
i( COT] 
@B 
denote the natural projections for each no (1, k}. It is easy to check that 
~k@~l=~k,l”(co Pkl~CO PII). 
Consequently, 
ktl 
y5 CO Tl =KerC(G30+Bl 
= Ker[:(~kO~1bq&3)” 0 (d,)l (by the definition of A, 5) 
= KeOk,, Y&~,~,B~~;~~ 00 (p,cOg PI)O@ (A,)1 
(by naturality) 
= KerCO (Pk@g PIlo @ (A,)1 
(since a and v - ’ are isomorphisms) 
= @ @r([P,@, PII OAB)l 
= @ [‘(j’ T]. 
B 
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Thus, 
for each integer k > 1. 
THEOREM 2.28. Let (U”M, zoCM) be th e universal coenveloping coalgebra 
of a Lie coalgebra M; let { F,,(U”M)},“_, be the Lie filtration of U”M; and 
let OE(UcM) be the associated graded coalgebra. Then 
is a commutative, associative, counitary coalgebra. 
Proof. We need only show that the diagonal of @ OE(UcA4) is com- 
mutative since the other properties are consequences of the general theory. 
In what follows, we shall write E, in place of oE,(UCM), E in place of 
oE(UcM), and F,, in place of F,,( U’M) for each n E N. Let 
a: @ E-t E, 
denote the projection of @,“=O E, onto E, as a direct summand. By (1.24), 
the commutativity of @ E is a consequence of the following two facts 
(proved below): 
(a) CI is a cogenerating map; 
and 
(b) the diagram 
is commutative. 
To establish (a), it suffices to show that if I is the largest coideal of @ E 
contained in Ker a, then 
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By part (i) of (2.5), 
Now 
Kercr=E,O{O,,}@ 6 En . [ 1 n=2 
On the other hand, since &Gts is the composite 
and since E is connected, it follows that 
KerbO J = KerCO Ml 
= @ [Ker(EE)l 
={0,}0E,O 6 E, . [ 1 n=2 
Consequently, 
KercrnKerEeE= {O,}O{O,,}~ & E, [ 1 n=2 
Set 
T =  ({O,}, (O,,}, ~52, -%,..., Em...). 
Then, for each integer k > 1, 
q T=@,),-7 {O,), &+I> E/x+2,-) 
by (2.25). Thus, for each integer k 2 1, 
by (2.27). But 
$“I@ Tl=O [ijT] 
E 
@ T=KeranKerEOE. 
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Hence, 
k 
V [KeranKers &=\j COT1 
OE @E 
=@[;T] 
E 
Consequently, 
Thus, Ker a is a cogenerating subspace of @ E, and (a) is thereby 
established. (For an alternative proof, see [l, Note, p. 1601.) 
To establish (b), we shall reduce the commutativity of the given diagram 
to that of its graded counterpart, and then show that the commutativity of 
the latter diagram is guaranteed by the fact that the canonical map 
7T”CM: ec[ucA4] -+ M 
is a morphism of Lie coalgebras. 
Let E, be the graded vector space defined by setting 
.I!?, = (0, E,, 0, O,...); 
and let 
be the morphism 
(Eo, E,, J%,...) + (0, E, , O,...) 
of graded vector spaces defined by setting 
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We claim that the commutativity of the diagram 
follows from that of the diagram 
AE 
E-----tE@gg 
Pl@gPl 
\ 
t ii1 o* i, 
AE 
I 
'I 
Eag E 
Pl @g Pl 
* K, ag q 
For a proof, note first that if we apply the functor 
to the graded commutative diagram 
E-EagE *E Pl@gPl +i 1 
\ 
@ 8 i 1 
52 
I 
f 
E ~3~ E 
p1 Qg Pl 
,I 8 I 
1 g 1 
we obtain the ungraded commutative diagram 
$(E Og E) 
CEXP, Q Pl) 
f @(El ag i,) 
$(A,) 
“, 
@3(T) 
t 
@(E@g Q @(p, &lg p,) * @(Hl @g %) 
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which is simply the left back wall of the following three dimensional 
diagram (in which $ is the obvious vector space isomorphism): 
Note next that it is the commutativity of the front wall of the above 
diagram that needs to be established. Finally, note that the commutativity 
of the front wall follows from that of the left back wall once it has been 
established that the right back wall commutes and that the top and bottom 
faces commute. Now the right back wall of this diagram commutes because 
each of its component rectangles commute as one readily verities [Note 
that there are no “signs” in the “graded twisting map” by Remark 2.17.1 
Also the square which appears on both the top and bottom faces commutes 
by the naturality of v; while the triangle which appears at the left on both 
the top and the slant-bottom faces commutes by the definition of A,,. 
Finally, the triangle which appears at the right on both the top and bottom 
faces commutes essentially because $ “is” a (projection onto the summand 
of degree 1) on @ E, (i.e., $ 0 [@ pl] = a). 
We have thus shown that the commutativity of the ungraded diagram 
$E 
%E 
-@El 0 @El 
awa. 
\ 
+ E1 Q E1 
follows from that of its graded counterpart, 
*E 
E---,EB~E 
Pl @gPl 
ci @ I 
*‘E 
\ 
1 g  1 
I 
T  
E,ag E 
Pl @g 71 
,i? 0 E 
1 g 1 
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To complete the proof of (b), it therefore remains to show that the graded 
diagram is commutative, or, equivalently, that 
vJCP&3gP11n~C41n= CP10gPlln4&ln 
for each n E N. Since 
CP*OgPIln=O if n # 2, 
we must just show that 
~2~CP,O,PJ*4&12= CP10gP112~C412~ 
For this, let x E E, = F2/F3. Then 
x = ~2c-4 
for some element x2 E F2. Since (Fn};zo is a coalgebra filtration of U”M, 
there exist elements 
for PE (0, 1,2), such that 
~LJ%f(x*) = Yo.2 + Yi.1 + Y2.0. 
By definition, 
where 
~L~:F~+F~‘P~F~+,=E~ 
is the natural projection for PE (0, 1,2}. Since 
where 
is the zero map for q E (0,2}, it follows that 
[PI 0, PI120 [IdJ*(x)= v-4 cn, @~1l~Y1,11~ 01 
and that 
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Thus, the proof will be complete once we have shown that 
or, equivalently, that 
i.e., that 
Now 
x2 E F, = Ker nUCM n Ker izUCM E Ker TC”~*,, 
and 
7c”‘M: !c=[UCM] + M 
is a morphism of Lie coalgebras, so 
where ( ) ,,,,: A4 + A4 @ M denotes the diagonal of the Lie coalgebra M. In 
addition, both Y,,~ and y,, lie in 
KerC(nucM On,c,)~(l -t)l 
since 
while 
Thus, 
0 = C~“CM 0 ~“wfl o Cl - ~l(Yo,* + Yl.1 + Y2.0) 
= [~“%f@~“%sIO Cl -~l(YI.,)~ 
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and consequently, 
[l-~l(~~,~)~CJ;lO~llnCKer(~~c,O~~~,)l 
= CFl 0 F,l n [F, 0 (Ker nUcM) + (Ker nuCM) 0 F,,] 
= F, 0 (F, n Ker rcoC,) + (F, n Ker no,,) @ F, 
=F,@F,+F,@F,, 
as was to be shown. 1 
Remark 2.29. Above, we have used the fact that if V is a vector space, 
and if A and B are subspaces of V, then 
[B@B]n[V@A+A@V]=B@(BnA)+(BnA)OB. 1 
In the course of proving (2.28), we established a result which is impor- 
tant in its own right, and which we, therefore, now state. 
THEOREM 2.30. Let (U”M, rcocM) be th e universal coenveloping coalgebra 
of a Lie coalgebra M; let { F,(U”M)},“= ,, be the Lie filtration of U”M; and 
let ,,E(U’M) be the associated graded coalgebra. Let 
a: @ OE(UcM) + ,,E,(UCM) 
denote the natural vector space projection of Q,“=O ,,E,(U’M) onto its com- 
ponent oE,(UCM) of degree one. Then Ker a is a cogenerating subspace of 
Q ,,E(UCM). Moreover, if we set 
E = ,,E(U’M) 
and 
E, = ,,EJ U’M) for each nE N, 
and tf we let {F,,( @ E)},“=, be the (Ker a)-filtration of @ E, then 
coincides with the decreasing filtration of @ E arising from the grading of 
Q ,“= o E, ; i.e., 
FdQ El= Q E= {(xc,, x~,x~,x~,...)E@ Elx,~Em), 
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while for n Z 0, 
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= ((OEO’...‘OE.,X,+1,X,+2,...)E0 Elx,EE,}. 
Thus, VYO E,>:=, is a decreasing algebra filtration of @ E. 
COROLLARY 2.3 1. Under the hypotheses of (2.30), there is, for each 
n E N, a natural vector space isomorphism 
Ic,: ()E,[ @ ,E(U”M)] --% clEnCU”MI. 
The K,‘S thus furnish an isomorphism 
lc: ()E[ @ ,E(U”M)] ” omJcm 
of graded connected Hopf algebras. 
Proof. It is a general fact that whenever one has a graded vector space 
E and filters the direct sum @ E by the grading, then the associated 
graded vector space oE[ @ E] is naturally isomorphic to the given graded 
vector space E. 
Since in Section 3 we will need an explicit description of rc, , we shall give 
it now: 
The explicit representation of IC, for arbitrary n is obvious, and hence omit- 
ted. The assertion about K is routine and hence omitted. 
3. THE PROOF OF THE DUAL POINCAR~~-BIRKHOFF-WITT THEOREM 
Throughout this section, A4 will be a Lie coalgebra, (U”M, rcocM) will be 
the universal coenveloping coalgebra of M, {F,(U”M)},“=, will be the Lie 
filtration of U’M, and oE(UCM) will be the associated graded Hopf 
algebra. 
For any Lie coalgebra M, we define 
nM: OE1(UcM) + A4 
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to be the vector space map determined by the commutative diagram 
E 
UCM 
/Ker(n 
US 
0 0' 
in which i denotes the natural inclusion and q1 denotes the natural projec- 
tion. 
For any vector space V, we define the vector space map 
y”: ,E,[S”V] + v 
in a completely analogous way. Since 
S’V= U”(Triv V) 
[by (l.g)], it is clear that 
7 V = nTriv( V). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (a) For any Lie coalgebra M, 
Im 71M = Im 7rnUCM = Lot M. 
Thus, 
nM: ,E, [UcM] + M 
is a vector space isomorphism if and only if M is locally finite. 
(b) For any vector space V, 
Thus, 
Imy,= V. 
yv: &,[SCV] + v 
is a vector space isomorphism for any vector space V. 
Proof. Since Triv( V) is a locally finite Lie coalgebra for any vector 
space V, (b) follows at once from (a). We now establish (a). For this, 
simply observe that 
U’M = Im nUCM @ Ker sUC,,, 
(since U”M is a Hopf algebra) and that 
=UcMo rUCM - -0 
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[by (1.12)]. Consequently, 
Im x UCM = Im 7cM 
by the commutativity of the above diagram. The assertion that rc,,, is an 
isomorphism if and only if A4 is locally finite is now clear since nM is 
obviously always injective, and since Im xnucM = Lot A4 by (1 .lO). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (a) rf 
g: N+M 
is a map of Lie coalgebras, and if 
Uc( g): U”(N) + U=(M) 
is the map of coalgebras induced by g, then Uc( g) is a map of filtered 
coalgebras (where U’(N) and U”(M) have the Lie filtrations). 
(b) (Naturality of rc). If 
o~CWg)l: o-WJ”W)l+ wWJ’(WI 
is the map of graded coalgebras induced by Uc( g), then the component 
,E, CWs)l: &, W’(N)1 + ,E, WC(~)1 
of ,E[U”(g)] of degree one is a vector space map making the diagram 
&, W’(N) 1 OElCWR)I ’ ,E, CWWI 
I 
x* 
I 
Hhl 
N R , M 
commute. 
Proof: (a) By definition, 
U=(g): U’(N) + U’(M) 
is the unique map of associative counitary coalgebras making the diagram 
M A !P[UC(A4)] 
R 
I I 
ecCwg)l 
N - F[U”(N)] VJCN 
commute. Since 
‘UC,%, ’ uc( g) = &UCN, 
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it follows that 
where, for any Lie coalgebra W, we set 
SW= Ker nuCWn Ker sUcW. 
Since UC(g) is a coalgebra map, it then follows by (2.5)(j) and (2.5)(f) that 
U’(g) is a morphism of filtered coalgebras. 
(b) The vector space map 
&,cwg)l: oJ%CW~)l + o&L-WWI 
is defined by setting 
&,[U”(g)][x+ Ker(rrUcNO i)] = U’(g)(x) + Ker(nuC,oi) 
for each x E Ker .sUCN. To show that the diagram 
is commutative, simply observe that for 
x+ Ker(rrUENoi)E &,[U”(N)] = Ker suCN/Ker(auC,~i) 
we have that 
x + Ker(zucNo i) I O~lCwg)l U’(g)(x) + Ker(nUEMo i) 
I 
BN 
I 
EM 
%FN(X) I 
g * d%J&)l = ~“dwg)(X)I* 
COROLLARY 3.3. (a) If 
g:v+w 
is a vector space map, and if 
SC(g): SC( V) + SC( W) 
is the map of commutative coalgebras induced by g, then S’(g) is a map of 
filtered coalgebras (where Sc( V) and Sc( W) have the Lie filtrations). 
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(b) (Naturality of y ). rf 
is the map of graded coalgebras induced by S’(g), then the component 
OE, CWg)l: OE, Lw VI + OE, WC WI 
of OEISc(g)] qf degree one is the vector space map making the diagram 
o-6 CW VI O~lCW~)l ’ ,E, CW WI 
I 
YL 
I 
YW 
V R > W 
commute. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let 
ilocM: Lot M C M 
denote the inclusion of Lot M into M as a sub Lie coalgebra. Then there 
exist commutative diagrams 
&I CWLoc WI o~lCwkocM)l l &, WC(M)1 
I 
~LOCM 
I 
71b-f 
Lot M c > M ‘L”CM 
and 
,E,CWLoc WI o&CWihw)l ) &I CWWI 
I 
YLOCM 
I 
YY 
LocM c M. LCM 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let 
a: @ ,,E(UCM) -+ OE,(UcM) 
denote the natural vector space projection, and let 
F,: @ oE(UCM) -, SCM 
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be the unique morphism of commutative, associative, counitary coalgebras 
(guaranteed by the universal mapping property of (SCM, zScM)) making the 
following diagram commute: 
Then F, is an injective map of associative, unitary algebras. 
Proof: In the following proof (and at other times-when we are work- 
ing with just one Lie coalgebra M), we shall delete the subscript, and write 
F in place of F,, . likewise, we shall write rc in place of xnM. 
Since Ker F is a coideal of @ ,,E(U’M) which is contained in Ker CC, the 
injectivity of F is an immediate consequence of the fact that c( is 
cogenerating. 
To show that F is a morphism of associative, unitary algebras, we must 
show that 
and that 
FOVQ~E(UW = VSCM 
Fo cp Q o,.qu~,w) = (PSCM 0 (FQ F). 
Since all of the maps involved are morphisms of associative, counitary 
coalgebras, and since 
7LScM: SCM + A4 
is a cogenerating map [by part (b) of (1.20)], it suffices [by (1.23)] to 
check that 
71ScMoFo?@~E(UCM) = ~SCM~~SC.M 
and that 
nSc~ OF0 (PQoE(UC,w) = %c,u o (PSCM 0 (FQ F). 
But 
so the first of these is true because 
~“vQoE(U%f)- -0 and 7tScMo~ScM- - 0. 
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To show that 
%M o Fo 4’0 o~(uc~) = 71ScM o (PSCM o (FO F), 
we shall show that 
~sdFl’(~. Y)I= ~,dF(x)~F(y)l 
for arbitrary elements x and y of @ &(U’M). Now if x E @ &(UcM) and 
y E @ &(UCM), then 
x = (x0, X1) x2,...) and Y= (Yo, Yl? Y2Y.I 
with x,, E &,(U’M) and y, E ,E,(U’M) for each n E /V. Furthermore, 
and 
x0 = ~,E(u%4)Cxol . &m4) 
YO = E,E(UcM,bOI ’ 4&“CM) 
(or more simply: xo=s(xO). 1 and y. = s(yO). 4) because oE(UCM) is a 
connected Hopf algebra. Accordingly, 
+,w[F(x. Y)I = nC4x. ~~11 
= ~C~C(.~o.PO,XO~,YI+~~, 
= 7c[xo. J’1 + x1 . y,] 
=“CE(“o).~.yl+x,.E(Yo 
=~C~(xo)‘.Y1+4yo)~~,l 
. YO? x0. Y2 + XI . I’1 + x2. y,,...)}] 
).&I 
=&oE,U’M,(XO).~[y,l+&OE(U’M,(YO).n[x,l 
=&O”E,UcM)(X)‘7tCCL(~V)I +&gOE,UCM)(Y).~Ca(x)l 
= +wCF(X)I Q~F(Y)I + ~w,CFb~l~ n,c,CF(x)l 
~c,wCF(x). F(.v)l, 
as was to be shown. [Note: In the above calculation, we were able to insert 
the last equal sign because, by (1.12) 
n”C,( w. z) = E”CM( w) ’ ~UC,,,,(Z) + &UC,,,,(z) ’ x”CM( w) 
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for any elements w  and z of U’M, and because, by (1.8), 
Sc( V) = U”[Triv( V)] 
for any vector space V.] 
PROPOSITION 3.6 (Naturality of F). For any Lie coalgebra map 
g:N-+M 
the following diagram of associative, counitary 
algebras) commutes: 
0 oEWCN) 
CB omJC(g)l 
I 
FN 
S’N SC(g) , 
coalgebras (indeed, of Hopf 
Proof: We shall establish this result by showing that the right wall of 
the following diagram commutes: 
Since the maps F,,,, s”(g), 0 oECWg)l, and FM of the right wall are 
all maps of associative counitary coalgebras, and since Q,,,, is 
cogenerating, the commutativity of the right wall of the above cube follows 
from the commutativity of the top, front, left, bottom, and back of that 
cube. Now the left wall commutes because rr is natural [by (3.2)(b)]. The 
front and the back walls commute by the definition of FN and of FM, 
respectively. The top commutes by the definition of S”(g). Finally, the bot- 
tom commutes by the naturality of a!, the projection onto the summand of 
degree one. 1 
If SCM has the (Ker ~,,,)-filtration (= the Lie filtration) and 
0 ,,E(UM) has the (Ker a)-filtration (= the decreasing filtration arising 
from the grading), then 
FM: @ &(UCM) + SCM 
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is a map of filtered Hopf algebras by virtue of the commutativity of the 
diagram which defines F, as a map of associative, counitary coalgebras. 
To simplify the notation, we write F in place of FM and we let 
,E[F]: ,,E[ 0 oE(U”M)I + ,E[S’Ml 
denote the map of the associated graded Hopf algebras. 
THEOREM 3.7. Over a field of characteristic 0, the natural map 
is a vector space isomorphism if and only if A4 is locally finite. 
Proof. First we introduce some notation. Let 
denote the (Ker a)-filtration of @ &(UcM) [described explicitly in 
(2.30)]; and let 
PW-4 >L, 
denote the (Ker +,)-filtration (= Lie filtration) of SCM [defined in 
(2.11)]. To simplify the notation, we set 
and 
G, = FnCO ,W’WI 
G; = FJS’M] 
for each integer n 2 0. By definition, 
,E, CFI: &, CO oEW”W1 + ,E, CS=Ml 
is the vector space map defined by the commutative diagram 
Gl 
FIG, 
i 
G 
’ : ’ G,/G, = oElCG3 ,-WC-WI 
I 
IIEICFI 
P’ . G;/G; = ,E, [SCM] 
in which p and p’ are the canonical vector space projections, and in which 
FIG,: G, + G; 
denotes the vector space map induced by F. 
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Now consider the following diagram 
in which 
lc1: ,E, [ @ ,E(U”M)] ” 04 cu=m 
is the natural vector space isomorphism specified by (2.31), and in which 
y: ,E, [SCM] r A4 
is the natural vector space isomorphism defined at the beginning of this 
section. In this diagram, the right wall obviously commutes. The front wall 
commutes by the definition of ,,E,[F]; the back wall commutes by the 
definition of F; and the top commutes by the definition of y. Finally the 
bottom 
,E,[UCM] L 0 owJcw 
K, ” 
I J 
&lCO &w’w1 ( : p G, =F,CO oWJ’W1 
commutes by the way in which x1 is specified in (2.31): 
x1+: 
a 
I (0, Xl > x2,...) 
K, = 
I 1 
(0, x1, 0 ,...) + G2 = (0, x1, x2 ,...) + G2 t : JJ ’ (0, Xl 3 x2,...). 
Since 
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is surjective, the commutativity of the left wall 
,E, [SCM1 
yz M 
&I CFI 
I T 
n 
,E, C 0 o-W”WI 
K,” 
’ 04 WW 
of the cube now follows from the commutativity of the bottom, back, right, 
top, and front walls. Since y and K~ are always vector space isomorphisms, 
it follows that ,E, [F] is a vector space isomorphism if and only if 71 is a 
vector space isomorphism. But 
71: ,E, [UCM] + A4 
is a vector space isomorphism if and only if A4 is locally finite, by (3.1)(a). 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.8 (The Dual Poincart-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem). Let M be a 
Lie coalgebra over a field of characteristic zero. Then the natural map 
OEIF]: ,,E[Gj ,E(U”M)] + oEIScMl 
is an isomorphism of graded, connected, bicommutative Hopf algebras if and 
only if M is locally finite. 
Proof: =>: If oEIF] is a graded Hopf algebra isomorphism, then 
obviously ,E, [J’] is a vector space isomorphism. Hence M is locally finite 
by (3.7). 
e: Suppose M is locally finite. From (3.7) it follows that oE,[F] is a 
vector space isomorphism. We shall now show-using techniques from the 
theory of graded, connected Hopf algebras-that ,E[F] is therefore an 
isomorphism of graded, connected Hopf algebras. For this, we let P denote 
the functor which assigns to each augmented graded coalgebra C the 
graded vector space P(C) of primitives of C; and we let Q denote the 
functor which assigns to each augmented graded algebra A the graded vec- 
tor space Q(A) of indecomposables of A. For completeness, we recall the 
definition of Q(A), which is dual to that of P(C): 
where 
I(A) = Ker[e: A + K] = the augmentation ideal of A. 
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Since ,E[F] is a map of graded, connected Hopf algebras, a standard 
5-lemma argument shows that 
&[F] is injectiueo P(,E[F]) is injectiue, 
and that 
,E[F] is surjectioeo Q(&[F]) is surjective 
(cf. Milnor-Moore [4, Propositions 3.9 and 3.8, p. 225, respectively]). But 
J[ @ ,E(U”M)] is a connected, bicommutative Hopf algebra over a field 
of characteristic zero, so part (2) of Corollary 4.18 of Milnor-Moore 
[4, p. 2341 allows us to conclude that the natural map 
is an isomorphism of graded vector spaces. Likewise, the natural map 
J’(&CS’~I) --) QWWW 1 
is an isomorphism of graded vector spaces. From the commutativity of the 
diagram 
we can, therefore, conclude that 
P( ,E[F]) is an isomorphism of Q( ,E[F] ) is an isomorphism o o 
graded vector spaces 1 [ graded vector spaces . 
Thus, to show that ,E[F] is an isomorphism of graded, connected Hopf 
algebras, it is enough to show that P(,E[I;I) is an isomorphism of graded 
vector spaces. For this, let 
and let 
R= (0, M, 0, 0 ,... ); 
8,(C) = to, ,E,(C), 0, O,...) 
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for C = @ ,&(UcA4) or C = S’(M). Next, let 
denote the morphism 
(0, OElCO ,mJ”WI, 0, %..I + (0, &,CS’m, 0, O,...) 
of graded vector spaces which is ,,E,[F] in degree 1 and zero elsewere. By 
(2.24) and the natural equivalence between the functors P and P’ [men- 
tioned just prior to (2.23)], we obtain the commutative diagram 
PWCO ,wJ’~)1) ” P’(,E[@ &(U’M)]) = ,E,C@ ,EW”M)I 
WAFI) 
I 
P’WCFI) 
I 
O-GC~I 
I 
&m’~l) ” P’(,E[S”M]) = J, CSCMl 
of graded vector spaces. 
It is clear from this diagram that P(,E[F]) is an isomorphism of graded 
vector spaces precisely when ,E,[F] is. But $,[F] is just ,E,[F] con- 
sidered as a map of graded vector spaces concentrated in degree 1 and is 
therefore an isomorphism. This concludes the proof. 
Remark 3.9. Observe that we can apply Corollary 4.18 of Milnor- 
Moore [4, p. 2341 even though our graded algebras and our graded 
coalgebras are commutative in an “unsigned” theory, as opposed to skew- 
commutative. To do so, we consider our ungraded algebras and our 
ungraded coalgebras to be trivially graded (i.e., concentrated in degree 
zero). Similar comments apply to the filtrations. When we then look at the 
associated bigraded object 
E(C)= {Jv3,,,= [q7w~p+,(c)I,+,~ 
all the terms E(C),, vanish except those for which 
p+q=o, 
so that the signs in the signed, bigraded twisting map disappear. We then 
apply the bigraded versions (B3.8, B3.9, and B4.18, respectively) of 3.8, 3.9, 
and 4.18 of Milnor-Moore (cf. [4, p. 2401). 
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